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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
July 18, 2019 
 
SUZANN PETTERSEN 
CATRIONA MATTHEW 
 
 
Q.  Alongside Team Dow Diamond, Catriona Matthew and Suzann Pettersen.  Suzann, 
your opening 36 holes in your return from your last event in 2017, what's been the 
most enjoyable part? 
 
SUZANN PETTERSEN:  I just really enjoyed playing, actually.  I mean, it was a tough start 
to come off the back with a foursome stroke play, you can't ask any more difficulty.  But I 
really enjoyed yesterday and I really enjoyed today.  It's just nice to hit shots under the gun, 
feeling some adrenaline and kind of execute.  Overall, we played decent.  We had a couple 
hiccups today and a couple hiccups yesterday, but overall I really enjoyed being back. 
 
Q.  You really kicked in gear down the stretch today, 4 under over the final seven 
holes.  Catriona, what did you two find down the stretch?  
 
CATRIONA MATTHEW:  We needed birdies, we came up one short unfortunately.  Yeah, 
just kind of stuttered both days right at the turn.  Suzann hit a lot of good shots. 
 
Q.  Suzann, what was the biggest difference from your expectations coming into your 
event and your return versus what happened in your return this week? 
 
SUZANN PETTERSEN:  What surprised me the most is actually I was most nervous when 
they announced my name in the pro-am on the first tee.  Obviously feel like I'm playing 
(inaudible) previous in my life.  I think one thing is to come back from and you don't quite 
know where your game is at.  You're tested under the gun but you can't (inaudible).  But I 
feel like -- it feels like my game is almost right there, putting is fairly sharp.  Just a few sloppy 
shots here and there, but I can't really expect it to be spot on.  Yeah, (inaudible).  I would 
love to play tomorrow just to get some more golf in.  Just keep playing. 
 
Q.  Might we see a playing vice captain in the future, Solheim Cup?  Captain, might 
we? 
 
CATRIONA MATTHEW:  It's up to the one who's playing.  Who knows, anything's possible, 
isn't it?  It's golf. 
 
Q.  Do you have any ideas what the future holds for you coming up with the LPGA, or 
just taking it a day at a time? 
 
SUZANN PETTERSEN:  Well, I'll never play a full schedule again.  I mean, that's for sure.  I 
feel like I have too much golf in me to hang up the clubs.  It's a little different priority now and 
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I'll see how I can kind of put together a schedule that kind of allows me to be a mom and feel 
like I can work enough on my game to be able to compete.  You'll definitely see me out here.  
I'm not quite sure when, but you'll see me when you see me. 
 
CATRIONA MATTHEW:  She played too well these last couple of days.  Just a little rusty, 
which you expect, but if you can get out there in four rounds with your own ball, it's amazing 
how quickly it comes back. 
 
Q.  How are things looking for you, Captain, as you get ready for Gleneagles? 
 
CATRIONA MATTHEW:  Yeah, looking pretty good actually.  A lot of our players are playing 
well.  Starting to think of combinations and pairings and things.  It's a big three weeks for all 
the players, so interesting to see how they play. 
 


